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INTRODUCTION 

As employers enter the second-half of the year, many HR professionals are also rapidly approaching 
their company’s Annual Enrollment (AE) period. AE is the busiest time of the year for most benefit 
teams – especially for employers that have recently implemented new plans or resources. 

The central challenge of AE is employee engagement. Between pressing projects and end-of-
year obligations, it can be difficult to direct workers’ attention away from distractions long enough 
to look closely at their benefits. Without the right enrollment experience, communications, and 
support, however, employees can easily become stressed when comparing options, considering 
potential life events, and seeking out answers to coverage questions. 

Your approach to enrollment determines whether employees walk away from the experience 
feeling satisfied or anxious, and has the potential to affect year-round satisfaction. Employees that 
are unsure of their coverage choices during enrollment (or worse – those that later discover their 
elections don’t fit their needs) must deal with those decisions until their next enrollment opportunity. 
On the other hand, employees that make educated and confident benefit choices are poised 
to smartly utilize their coverage and will carry that confidence throughout the plan year. 

Today, the enrollment experience is about much more than just compensation and perks. AE is an 
opportunity for employers to support their employees, and serves as an important reflection of a 
company’s culture and commitment to its workforce. With top talent in high demand, AE is also a 
key tool for benefit teams looking to drive satisfaction and engagement goals. 

Preparing for a successful AE doesn’t have to be stressful. This At-A-Glance Guide covers  
three tips to help your team plan an engaging and informative Annual Enrollment.  
Taking strategic steps now will empower your participants and allow your benefits – and your  
HR team – to shine.
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Whether offering an active or passive enrollment, your 
Annual Enrollment experience will have a major impact on 
your benefits ROI. 

It’s no surprise that benefits are a crucial (and costly) factor 
determining employee satisfaction – but for some workers, 
benefits actually outweigh pay in terms of importance. A 
recent survey suggests that nearly two-thirds of employees 
would opt for a lower salary in exchange for great 
benefits.1 The enrollment experience greatly influences how 
well benefits are received and understood by employees, 
which directly translates into satisfaction with their employer.

A passive enrollment process can keep procrastinators from 
missing out on crucial coverage, but participants should still 
be encouraged to review their benefits during enrollment 
and ensure their current needs are being met. 92% of 
employees select the same benefits every year, even though 
74% of employees admit they don’t fully understand their 
benefits.2 This lack of understanding can counteract efforts 
to keep your workforce satisfied and secure.
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As you begin planning for AE, take note of any changes to your organizational structure, company 
culture, or benefits strategy that occurred in the past year. How will these changes shape how you 
communicate to employees? Also consider any changes you may be making to your benefits offering. 
What plans or options have been added, altered, or replaced – and what percent of your 
participant population will be affected? 

Keep in mind if specific populations or business locations will be significantly impacted by such 
changes, so you can appropriately target those employees in your AE communications plan. 
Regularly communicating updates will help prevent surprises or confusion once enrollment begins.

Next, take a look back at your previous AE experiences. Did any benefits you currently offer leave 
employees stumped last year? Did your team answer a disproportionate number of questions 
about a certain benefit – and how many of those inquiries dealt with the same issue or concern? If 
so, consider creating an FAQ guide or holding question-and-answer sessions based around these 
tricky topics, as many of these issues are likely to come up again.  

Take time to discuss both the successes and pain points of previous enrollment periods with your 
benefits team. Use this time to realistically allocate resources and set goals for this upcoming AE. 
If time and resources are limited, build your strategy off of the methods that have proven most 
effective and engaging with your workforce. As you plan, look to your technology partners for 
ways to automate processes, increase efficiency, and alleviate headaches down the road. 

If you’re looking for direction or confirmation about what resonates most with your employees, 
sometimes it’s easiest to simply ask. Taking time to talk about enrollment at the next company 
meeting, placing suggestion boxes in the office, and hosting online surveys and polls are all easy 
ways to find out what’s on employees’ minds as AE approaches. Asking employees for feedback 
will reaffirm that their thoughts are being heard, and is also an engaging reminder for employees 
to take a more active role in their benefit decisions.
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One of the most helpful things benefit leaders can do  
when preparing for AE is to think from an employee’s  
point of view as they evaluate the effectiveness and  
reach of their messages. Understanding your employees’ 
different concerns, goals, and current benefits literacy 
will help you craft a more compelling and successful 
communications campaign.

How can you personalize benefits education for your diverse 
workforce without draining all of your team’s resources in 
the process? Using a targeted communication strategy 
will boost your efforts and better enable employees to 
envision how their choices will impact their daily lives.

Keep your benefits strategy in mind as you review your 
offering and analyze your employee populations. As 
you proceed, recall the factors that have shaped your 
benefits package over the years as well as most recently. 
These factors will help you prioritize key communication 
objectives and target specific employee populations for 
maximum impact.
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As AE approaches, employers can utilize targeted messaging to help participants understand 
how benefit options relate to their families’ needs and goals. Email campaigns can boost visibility 
around the plans and benefit bundles that are of interest to various employee segments. Emails 
can also highlight corresponding educational events or information sessions. 

For example, an employer with a goal of increasing financial wellness may create an email 
campaign targeting Millennials* (now the largest generation present in the workforce3) and 
younger employees all under the age of 38. Since student loans prohibit many of these younger 
employees from achieving financial stability, emails should focus on any loan repayment benefits 
being offered, if available.

Additionally, younger employees may be encouraged to consider how a high deductible health 
plan (HDHP) and health savings account (HSA) combination will let them save money on 
premiums and lower their taxable income – savings which can then be put towards loan repayment 
or retirement. Meanwhile, applicable voluntary options (like critical accident coverage) can help 
close potential gaps and mitigate sudden financial risks. 

When targeting Generation X and Baby Boomers, shift the message to address these generations’ 
specific needs. Older employees tend to have a more secure financial footing than their younger 
counterparts, so focus on retirement savings benefits, including the potential use of HSAs as a 
retirement tool. If student loan repayment is part of your offering, remember that this might still be 
an important issue for older employees – especially those that have pursued advanced degrees or 
parents that have taken out loans to help their children pay for college. 

Once you’ve determined your strategic communications goals, different audiences, and various 
messages, begin finalizing your communications calendar. Encourage employees to learn more by 
coordinating communication campaigns around upcoming benefit events or information sessions.

* The Pew Research Center defines Millennials as those born between 1981 and 1996. Post-Millennials, sometimes referred to as Gen Z, are those born in or after 1997.4 
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Utilize additional channels to broaden your reach, like employee newsletters, intranet portals, and 
in-office posters and flyers. While your company’s communications calendar will vary depending 
on your workforce, offering, and resources, your team should begin communicating with 
employees at least 60 days ahead of AE.

The pre-enrollment period is a crucial time to drive strategic success. Targeted communications 
will help guide employees towards a more holistic understanding of their choices and empower 
them to build a stronger framework for enrollment before AE begins. Ultimately, this leads to 
better understanding, utilization, and appreciation of your company’s benefits strategy and 
offering as a whole. 
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Clear communication is the core of every successful AE 
strategy, but achieving this clarity isn’t always easy. For 
HR professionals, benefit acronyms and terms – such as 
“HDHP,” “HSA,” and “deductible” – are a part of everyday 
vocabulary and just make sense. On the other hand, many 
employees (especially Millennials and younger workers) lack 
a basic understanding of how their benefits operate. This 
complexity can leave participants frustrated and confused, 
and can create additional anxiety (or apathy as part of a 
“flight or fight” defense mechanism) as employees and their 
families struggle to fit benefit concepts together. 

If employees don’t understand their benefits, they can’t 
make smart benefit decisions, and they won’t be able to fully 
appreciate what you’re providing. Benefit confusion can 
leave employees feeling unnecessarily dissatisfied and 
will have a negative impact on your benefits ROI.

While you won’t be able to entirely eliminate jargon and 
benefit-speak from the enrollment conversation, it helps 
to connect your benefits to real-world concepts that build 
comprehension. Your participants want to know how the 
coverage they select addresses their situation and needs; 
they want to know that they’ve made the right choices once 
their enrollment window has closed. Empowering employees 
through the benefit selection process is the key to driving 
informed enrollment, utilization, and long-term satisfaction. 
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Your benefits administration and enrollment platform is the central component that 
shapes and solidifies the employee benefits experience. Your technology vendor must 
ensure the online enrollment process is supportive, intuitive, and flexible enough to bring your AE 
communications strategy into your employees’ benefit portal in a meaningful way. 

Messages within your benefits portal should reflect the targeted communications campaigns your 
team develops and executes prior to AE. Follow a similar logic in highlighting particular benefits 
and benefit combinations for different employee populations, using relevant content, tools, and 
resources such as embedded educational videos and links. 

Incorporating tailored messages into the benefits enrollment process will provide a timely reminder 
for employees to closely consider their coverage priorities and concerns, and will bring your 
communication efforts full circle. 

Once employees are ready to start shopping for benefits, they may still be overwhelmed by the 
choices and jargon they encounter. A benefits recommendation engine based on individual 
needs is one of the easiest and most efficient ways to overcome common benefit confusion, 
while simultaneously ensuring employees receive ideal coverage. 

Along with comprehensiveness and reliability, the speed of the recommendation experience is 
another important factor to consider, as many employees want to complete enrollment in as 
little time as possible. On the Empyrean Platform, employees are guided through a brief but 
comprehensive, conversational questionnaire that determines their unique coverage needs, risk 
tolerance, and financial standings – without the use of confusing benefit terms or jargon.
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Users are prompted to answer approachable and realistic questions about their families’ frequency 
of doctors visits, prescription needs, income and savings, and shopping habits. Responses are 
analyzed by a proprietary algorithm, and employees are instantly provided with the benefit 
packages and bundles that best match their unique needs. Matches include core benefits, as well 
as select voluntary options if offered. 

From there, employees can select their recommended benefits with one click, or explore all of their 
options further. Offering a natively integrated recommendation engine within your enrollment 
platform makes benefits selection easier for employees and helps ensure that participants get the 
right coverage for their individual needs, which increases year-round satisfaction.

Finally, don’t lose sight of the human aspect of your benefits. Even with online resources and tools, 
some employees might still have questions and concerns during and after AE. These employees 
often benefit most from live, one-on-one assistance, and in fact, nearly half prefer speaking with a 
benefits expert.2 

Chatbots and AI-driven service systems are still in their infancy, so while relying on these options to 
serve participants may seem like an attractive and efficient idea, this technology still runs the risk of 
frustrating employees when it fails to appropriately address their issues. In the realm of employee 
benefits, this can easily occur when participants misspell acronyms (e.g. HSA often autocorrects 
to HAS) or ask questions that are either too vague or too convoluted (recall that most employees 
do not fully understand their benefits to begin with), or rely on a mobile device that autofills wrong 
information, which warps any initially perceived efficiencies. 

Live and knowledgeable service representatives still represent the service standard. A live, 
preferably U.S.-based service representative is able to truly listen to your employees’ full story and 
context and determine the fastest and most effective way to resolve their inquiry.
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However, your team may not be equipped to manage constant questions once enrollment season 
begins. Instead, your benefits administration partner should offer dedicated service solutions that 
are designed around the specific requirements of your business and workforce, and serve as an 
extension of your own HR team.

Employees need assistance from benefit experts that are trained on your specific benefits, 
company culture, and strategy. The ideal partner will offer an in-house and 100% US-based 
service center to attend to your employees’ enrollment and benefit questions. 

Outside of AE, a dedicated service center will also provide employees with crucial support during 
the plan year. Representatives will advocate on your employees’ behalf, answer questions, and 
investigate and work to resolve coverage and carrier concerns in a timely and caring manner. 

Providing comprehensive resources to your employees is a powerful way to increase their benefits 
peace-of-mind while also ensuring your HR team stays focused on important goals and initiatives. 
Pairing personalized digital enrollment tools with expert live support will give employees the well-
rounded and thoughtful benefits experience they need to get the most out of your offering.



Annual Enrollment may be the busiest time for most benefit professionals, but it shouldn’t 
mean a struggle for your team and workforce. Taking time now to understand your employees’ 
perspectives will bring key insights to your AE plans and set you up for success. 

Leveraging a strong enrollment and administration technology partner will define the  
difference between a positive and employee-centric enrollment and one that leaves you and your 
employees stressed. As enrollment approaches, take note of your current processes and partner.  
Is enrollment manageable, are you fully supported, and does your vendor truly 
understand your strategy and needs?

If you feel there’s room for improvement, connect with Empyrean for a consultative conversation. 
Together, we’ll discuss how a best-in-class approach will modernize your benefits administration 
and simplify Annual Enrollment for you and your employees.
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Empyrean Benefit Solutions manages employee health and welfare benefits programs, combining 
the industry’s most modern, client-adaptive, and configurable benefits technology platform with 
expert, responsive service to deliver Hi-Touch Benefits Administration. Empyrean provides market-
leading enrollment, eligibility management, ACA reporting, and other plan administration services 
that empower employers, insurance brokers, and healthcare exchanges to meet ever-evolving 
benefit challenges.  Founded in 2006, Empyrean’s integrated platform serves over three million 
annual participants across a wide spectrum of sizes, industries, and complexities.

Visit www.GoEmpyrean.com for more information.

About Empyrean
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